Pouches
(for Nutritional Products)



Ideal for single or multiple
count capsules, tablets
and/or soft gels



Perfect for single-use
nutritional powders



Convenient dispenser for
liquid nutritionals



The most economic of all
unit-of-use packages



Reproduce virtually any
types of graphics



Pouches can connect
together by perforation in
any combination





Pouches provide maximum
barrier protection for long
shelf life
Compatible with nearly all
liquid, semi-liquid, powder
granulars, tablets, capsules
and soft gels



Liquid pouches can be diecut to reproduce look of
primary containers



Directional orifices can be
used for easy pouring of
liquid nutritionals



Pouches are tamper evident
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For well over fifty years, pouches (aka packettes or sachets) have
been one of the most widely utilized and popular sampling vehicles
and/or used for presenting product/s in a unit-dose form.
The reasons for their popularity become obvious. Pouches provide
excellent barrier protection, maximum graphic reproduction,
versatility and ease of use. And, pouches are among the least
expensive methods of presenting a product in a single-use format.
Pouches are produced by form, fill and sealing printed laminate or
co-extruded film that usually contains aluminum foil. The foil layer
provides extraordinary barrier protection, which maximizes the
shelf life of your product/s.
A wide array of items can be packaged into pouches such as
tablets, capsules, soft gels, powders, granular products, liquids,
creams and pastes.
Other great advantages of packettes are: they can be die-cut to
replicate the shape of primary containers, designed with an orifice
enabling directional product flow, and grouped by connecting with
perforations (strip pack).
The graphic capabilities of pouches are extensive using processes
capable of accurately reproducing the most complicated graphics.
lithograph, letterpress, flexography, and rotogravure are all
available printing methods on flexible film material.
Please call us, (732) 739-9100, at your convenience, to learn more
about this extraordinary packaging form.

Office: (732) 739-9100
Fax: (732) 739-9130

E-Mail: sales@telmarlpkg.com
Web Site: www.telmarkpkg.com

